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editor’s note

INSIDE

Monsoonletters.com was pleasantly surprised 
by the wave of new poetry submissions last 
month. The idea of contest had clearly worked! 
We had 20 emerging poets! Now, while we 
share our latest issue featuring poems from that 
contest with our readers, we would also like to 
announce a few of our upcoming events.

WRITE Foundation, the Bangladesh chapter of 
FOSWAL (Foundation of SAARC Writers and 
Literature), the Delhi-based apex body of South 
Asian Association of Regional Cooperation 
(SAARC), is hosting the SAARC Literary Festival
on 19-21st of February, 2014 to be attended by 
50 writers from all over South Asia. 

Additionally, there is yet another event of 
Performance Poetry happening at the same 
time, where Monsoonletters.com is partnering 
with the British Council.

Just a quick note on how both the events will be 
happening ...

The theme of the SAARC Literary Festival is 
simple: Beyond Borders: Towards Trust and 
Reconciliation. The region carries a huge 
historical burden that needs to be reconciled 
with and readdressed. It is with the hope of 
bridging the differences in the region that we 
have taken up this task of bringing the regional 
writers together, under one platform, to actively 
promote literary integration. The festival invita-

basis. Do please check our site for regular 
updates.

On the other hand, the Performance Poetry 
contest is a countrywide initiative. The process 
of submission and the details of eligibility will 
shortly be announced in the media. 

Monsoonletters.com needs your support. With 
print issues coming out along with online 
editions, plus the contest and the festival, we 
need you to stand by our side and optimize on 
these collaborative exposures. We promise you 
nothing but only attempting to be the best in the 
process.

Happy Monsooning!

Rubana Huq
Editor,
www.monsoonletters.com

YOU ARE MY RAIN
By Mohannad Fakhruddin Bhuiyan

Your beauty your luster, come fall on me

You shudder and ring, come raining on me

Dance in you, sing in you

Shower in your breeze

Breath in you, live in you

Just drench me in your arms...

Flow in your love, swim in your lap

Part my lips and suck you in

Drink your drought, drown in your laughter

Feeling tipsy

You’re my drop of gin

You hide my tears, make me grin

Forget myself and become a child

Dive in your breast looking for peace

Time just seems to gush by

I feel you, I touch you

No more lies...No more hiding in the shades

Rather soak to the core

Your blissful breath blows me away

Drown in you

Plunge in you

Shower till I die

MONSOON LOVE
By Shashank Kushwaha

i catch our sky’s caravan;

fervently in wait;

breezes poignant passing through;

a heaven’s cloudy gate.

i see the greys of solace lie;

holding breath as if;

until her love starts flowing on;

stony mountains stiff.

i catch the thunder in her hair;

in brittle frames of rain;

on grassy carpets soggy green;

like ocean in her veins.

and something soft holds me down;

keeps my breath in place;

in every flicker of her heart;

amidst this stormy blaze.

even if all tangled dreams;

make me fall apart;

sparkle of your precious smile;

guides me like a star.

she lands upon my mind;

as it was meant to be;

mirage in starry sky;

as crescent in the sea.

few tales of falling stars;

when rest in lap of sea;

i hold her hand once more;

fade into her dream.

its sinful as they say;

to lose oneself in words;

in charms of hopefulness;

examine pleasures learned.

celebration is outrage;

deserving punishment;

held in eternity;

bottled as anguish spent.

an organ said to hold;

all love and pain alike;

it gasps for breath of you;

in sullen clueless nights.

to beat at our first meet;

in sight of sumptuous lips;

and soak in fragrances;

curled up in thirsty sips.

strum from a piece of flesh;

a hidden chord of life;

be melt into this kiss;

in love which we confide.

incinerate my soul;

in arms of timelessness;

in moment so unreal;

fathom a deep recess.

but its a sin they say;

to lose yourself in words;

to string a song of hope;

a fantasy of love.

but dream and dream i shall;

for you are all i have;

to drown into your eyes;

to fall into your trap.

to plant a mark of me;

upon your luscious smile;

the virgin ray of dawn;

before a broad sunshine.

know my love the whole of  you;

shall last as long as me;

just as heaven loves the earth;

drenched in this monsoon deep.

THE TRUTH
By Sarah Soha

I followed the silhouette into the dark wilderness

Winking every now and then were the fireflies

She ran fast, her long raven hair trailing close.

The moon betrayed her as it rained light upon her beautiful face.

“I found you now”, screamed I

The corners of my lips curling up.

She was too close to the silver lake

With one pull she ripped off her anklet and threw them at me.

Sorry she said and disappeared under water.

Motionless I watched her drown.

My eyes once on the water, once on the anklet: still not believing.

“Just a dream” said I to calm myself down.

The chaos of my heart beat disturbed the silence.

Pushing the blanket away, I headed for her quiet room.

With slow steps I came close to her; reached for her hands and whispered “mom, mom”

Waited for long, but alas no reply.

Her lovely face from my dream was covered with pain

Every chemo therapy stole her hair bit by bit

Her favorite anklet was nowhere to be seen.

The life support was keeping her alive but she is not living.

Is it fair? Am I being selfish? Am I doing the right thing?

Should I pull the plug and let her go with the reaper?

Let her finally be free of all misery and stop her suffering

After all death is the only truth I know. 

MEMOIR
By Hedayetullah Abdullah Solenkhi

Memoir;

the blur of memories, an excerpt of reality,

that existence which remains,

in the depth of time related;

Recoil; A dejavu in motion;

we pass on through them,

time and time again,

feeling and seeing,

the outlines of life,

olden and distraught;

Like a shot; in the darkness of life;

stricken with shock, that erupts with time,

a war within the mind,

with battles uneven;

Now no one knows;

what lies in the stench of fate,

is it the aura of bliss,

or the smog of distress,

the war rages on, as the memories siege on;

it’s now or never,

focus or be lost forever;

Requiem from the darkness;

with a chant to cast out,

the blight of the past,

that blur of memories,

that linger in the air,

as intolerable it may be,

the fact remains;

many battles may have been lost,

but the war is far from over;

FOETUS
By Syed Shehzar Mukkarrim Doja

let the velvet shade of twilight’s touch

melt into the oblivion of darkness’ greedy palms tonight,

for the restless recipient

acknowledges that it is only a conditional gift of time

and that this gift is to be reimbursed

when the unfolding commences,

like a hatching shell

which begets the birth

of an unprecedented dawn...

as such,

life exists like a lingering reverie,

trapped incoherently

into infinite folds

of hazy perception

and momentary lapses

of inhibitions

whilst the forgotten soul,

that continues to dream silently

into the lingering darkness,

sleeps blindly

inside this shell,

believing existence

to be naught

outside the pantheon of

deductible gods

and mismanaged logic
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OF WORDS AND US 
by Samira Sadeque

We could be words

Swimming in the sea of our story

A novel written in Egyptian script

On rusty sand paper

With volumes of ink

To be splattered over our dried up feelings.

You would be a thrilling adjective

To the noun of my existence,

And I,

The prefix

The suffix

The apostrophes

And all that grammar

Trailing behind every word that is you,

Just the perfect ending of your phrase.

FIRST PRIZE : ML POETRY CONTEST 2013
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Belief
By Syed Shehzar Mukkarrim Doja

We are a belief

that lay

silently

next

to each other,

our voices mute

but

our thoughts in a dance,

flowing to a meander of

two truths,

Both blessed

to be real..

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
By Wardatul Jannat Anamika

Just like the deep blue ocean is my life,

I know that you can just see water all the time.

The reflected blue bed camouflages the inner beauty,

Hiding the colorful world full of equanimity.

Each wave brings in a new aspect of life.

Storms occur on the surface but underneath lies,

Enigmatic beauties, astounding secrets and esoteric concoction of discrete emotions.

The only way to fathom this life is to explore the deep floors of this beautiful ocean

Life is Extremely beautiful,

Close your eyes and feel the exotic blue.

Feel the innocence, the love and friendship/

Sing the song with true feelings,

And just dance and dance, dance in the rain,

Relinquish all your sorrows and pains.

Wake up and watch the luminous sky,

Watch the golden rays scatter through your life.

Let the warmth of the morning rejuvenate your soul,

And efface your fears, make you feel bold,

Placate your ears; assuage your heart.

After all life is beautiful like the deep blue ocean,

You just have to treat it with yor authentic devotions.

ILLNESS OF MY MIND
by Samira Sadeque

Sometimes I wonder what the illness of my mind is.

Maybe it’s paralysis from a heartbreak

Or diabetes from too much love.

Maybe it’s crippled from birth

Too little oxygen in its brain since it evolved?

Maybe it has cancerous cells spread all over it

From the pollution of the devilish minds around.

Maybe it’s got acidity from the sour taste of hatred

Or shreds of fungus grown from idly sitting about.

Sometimes I wonder what the illness of my mind is.

Sometimes I wonder if the disease is, in fact, me.

EULOGY
By Maliha Mohsin

One day, we will carve the rocks of the Earth,

mark the smoothness of the snow that carpets

the highest lands and kisses the heavens, and

rub the moist dirt of the bountiful nature with tales-

tales of the adventures that will dictate our lives,

that will smudge the stiches holding our souls together,

that will make one out of what used to be two.

We will lie on the soft sand of the vast beaches

and let our worn out feet be washed by the salty seas.

We will watch the sea beat its magnificence on our hard skin

and rid us of the grime that mask our shrunken souls.

We will climb redwoods and claim our territories on their highest branches

and breathe the celestial air that will swell our souls with their pristine grandeur.

We will, together, suck on the pulp of the same mango

and I will mark the rich brownness of your skin with its sweetness.

We will look into the eyes of the wild beasts

whose growls will reverberate with our trepidation.

My hands clasped in yours, we will conquer the fears

that root us to the falseness of a pitiful system

that drowns the dreams and fogs the souls of billions.

Together, you and I, we will break apart from the billions

and realize our fantasies in the arms of the heavenly nature

whose beckoning stirs the sediments of our conscious being.

I will wade through the fluid crystals of the waterfalls,

let its wetness beautify the marks, dents

and bruises of my body, and release myself from their histories.

You will follow me into the womb of the forests and pick me up

from the soil when its intricacy overwhelms me.

We will make a fire on a vast, desolate and orange desert

and let its embers envelope our embrace and warm us in the chill of the night.

We will breathe its charcoal stained smoke

and fill our lungs with nature’s bursts of rage.

We will leave our trails in every home we build

on every soil and on every barbed fence we throw down.

We will chant in unison with people of every kind

and drain the colors of every nation’s flag, until all that is left

is the echo of a billion heartbeats that pull our united humanities into quavers.

Together, you and I, we will build our own imaginary roofs on our heads

and call this whole world our home where the only marbles and tiles

are bricks, stones, and grains of sands that dictate an unrecognized history

of the forgotten and unaccounted millennia that preceded us.

We will love each other under the warmth of the sun, in the waves of the seas,

in the clouds of smokes, under the orange leaves of the autumn branches,

in the cleansing showers of the thunderous skies.

We will lie on the grass and count the stars till I fall asleep on your chest,

and my only lullaby will be the rhythm of your pulsing heart.

The storms of our lives will never drown us in their catastrophe.

Every time you feel the world crumbling down on you,

I will hold you tight and keep you safe in the sanctuary of my love,

and I will whisper into your ears as I cradle you,

“You are loved, You are loved, You are loved,”

until all you can hear is the enunciation of my emotions in my breaths.

And every time I get frozen in a catatonic fear of finding myself bound

to this transient world and its feeble structures made of insincere dominoes

and lose faith in myself, you will lock me in your safe embrace and whisper,

“You are loved, You are loved, You are loved,”

until all my mind can accommodate in its agony

are the echoes of your silent whispers.

We will hold each other till death and beyond.

There will be no pictures or polaroids of the memories we create

because we will relive them with the pictures we paint with our words.

Our children will live in truth and pray with us in the wild,

and add their own colors to a legacy that only we will know.

We will live with no qualms and resents so that when I’m old

and my lungs are dilapidated, I can still breathe into your ears

and remind you of the chimes of bells we heard as young souls.

We will love and forgive like children, so that every bird we fly among,

every horse we ride upon, every tree we rest beneath can testify

that love was there and that a life full of gratitude was lived.

So that when we lie buried in our graves inches away from each other,

in the confines and serenity of a world far away from the chaos we started out from, and

our bones decay and dissolve into the soft earth with no gravestones reminding the world of us,

we can rest in contention, peace, and devoid of all fears of death, adieus and partings.

So that when I die, I will know that I will lie next to you in the womb of God’s wonders-

away from a people and a culture that will never know stories of our love, or our adventures,

or our dreams and the subsequent efforts to change the world- and all years long

till the end of time and existence, nature’s colors will still shine above our remains.

The snow will melt on the foot of our graves when spring’s warmth seeps in

through the cracks of the forests as God and His creation will remain the only

witnesses to the insurmountable affection we held for each other.

And the nature will exemplify our tales as hummingbirds prance above us,

butterflies crawl out of their cocoons and celebrate their birth with fancy flights,

and trees shower their colors and honeysuckles fall down on us,

while I rest in peace next to you, only you, blanketed by the soil,

shrouded by gratitude to God for a life so blissful, hugged by the warmth of

the Earth’s core, knowing that you are reaching your wide arms out

for me to hold and telling me you still love me, even though we are nothing but

just a part of a forgotten and unknown world anymore.

We will love each other even when we are just grains of decay,

and the quiet world will hold their eulogies for us in the wet air that mourns not our death

but smiles quietly, knowing that love was there and that a life full of gratitude was lived.

FOOTSTEPS
By Anachan

We come across many people in our life,

Some makes us cry, some makes us laugh all the time.

Some stays forever, some stays just for a while,

Some makes us realize the value of a sweet smile.

Some makes us dream about a very different life,

And without even warning us thry just say goodbye.

Anf when they leave, they leave behind their footsteps.

Some just fades away but some just can’t be erased.

Some footsteps remain forever in our life,

No rain, no hail, now snow can make them hide.

These footsteps rejuvenate all of those memories,

That makes us feel again all those past feelings....

These footsteps bring a different spice in our life,

The owners make us laugh, make us cry.

But still we keep on walking, without any rest,

Collecting and at the same time leaving behind many footsteps...
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TRUST
By Leena Salma

Swallowed by the night-rain,

I chased the light;

Though you knew I couldn’t trust it...

It changes itself when it meets a blackhole.

MY BELOVED FROM ARAKAN
By Nirjhor Barua

O my Beloved,

My maiden from Arakan

Will you come with me?

No pearls in my belongings

but rice and salt for thee

With a house on Lushai we will dwell

And in skies and valleys we can stay

Down the river to o’er to where you are calling

But there are no boatmen today

We will make babes with skin smooth as yours

And name them you can in tongue of thine

No of my kin will ever slight you

For you are the love of mine

In the lowlands we can lay and play

And see the paddy fill

We can sing to the winter birds my love

It will be a promise still

Weep no more, it will not be long

Though one thing I would say,

To none I would lie my dear

Wait till the wedding day

EVERYDAY BLUES 
By Muhammad Al-Amin 

End of the day. 

Tired sun goes down, 

Ocean sleeps. 

A curtain of darkness falls in deep. 

But fishermen have to sail, 

Go deeper and deep 

In search of fish. 

Their wives waiting, 

Before dim lanterns 

In the villages left far behind. 

Through pitch black darkness, 

A small silent march they lead 

When hungry wave conspires with the wind, 

To turn the vessels upside down, 

And hide their rider’s misfortune, 

For a time unknown in its womb. 

But the brave and destined men of night 

Struggle to sing a song 

With the chorus of restless wave rising and falling, 

“Oh! The gypsy blue ocean, 

Take us! Take us where your treasure is.........” 

When pale moon cannot show way 

Dark in the deep, 

Lanterns are lit, 

A hundred lanterns burn bright; under a, hazy, confused sky, 

Like twinkling stars, 

Falling from the sky and floating free. 

Where it is shallow and safe 

Eyes-opened fishes do not hide in 

And the familiar strangers of bottomless blue 

Cast their net, going deeper and deep. 

Waiting! Waiting and waiting! 

Full of anxiety is this time. 

If the goddess ocean refuses, 

All the plates will be left empty tomorrow. 

Yet, nothing but dancing crabs and snails jeers at the men 

Oh! The fishermen frustrates themselves more 

Thumping the heavy fishless net. 

Looking like straws in the great ocean, 

A few drowning men, 

With desperate hands 

Again cast their net. 

When the net feels a little heavy, 

Stone rolls down from the imprisoned hearts. 

“Pull it! Pull it hard!” they cry. 

“We got one……”, 

The youngest one shout. 

But the men who had been here, 

Long before he was born 

Feel sorry, not excited like him 

Knowing the rest of his life is entrapped here, 

Like the fish he is proudly holding. 

Sigh!

WHEN DAVID LOST GOD
By Ashlee Tigner

The thunder was loud,

The lightening was bright,

Illuminating all of our doubts,

As we ran through the golf course,

That August night.

The same golf course

We grew up on as kids. 

From the sixth hole

I could see our old houses,

The places our childhood

 Still lives.

And we were soaking wet,

Cold from the stinging rain,

When you looked at me

To say– irises full of pain.

“I cannot live with the things I’ve done.”

I grabbed your arm,

Come on David…

Let’s run.

I stayed as silent as I could,

When, enraged,

You held your hands up in the air,

“GOD! GOD! KILL ME IF YOU ARE REALLY UP THERE!”

I laid down beside you,

In the downpour on the green,

You said,

“I do not believe in anyone anymore,

I do not believe in anything.”

I did not want to scare you

But I took your hand and said,

“You are screaming at rain

And air

And stars that are bright but dead.”

And he knew that I was right,

There was no one up there listening,

To David that night.

“I am 25 days sober”

He said like he was ashamed.

“And tomorrow it will be 26.”

I proclaimed.

Tonight,

Let’s just run in the rain.

And we did.

..AFTER THE RAIN
By Lamisa Ashraf

Pouring down the pane

all the sense of pain,

In your eyes there reflects the lost hunger again

All the things you’ve lost and all that you gained

All those tiny beams of life you’ve set free in vain ;

Or maybe not.

Along the floor of earth,

your moist tears roll and cry

and think all that you thought were just left to dry

so you were wrong, cause they are all back again

Diffusing you into their colours, confusing you more.

Sheer happiness peering through the dark

You’ve got to know what’s out there for a change.

Maybe thoughts have held life too much at stake;

Or maybe not.

Beneath the ground, when you will lie

There are gonna be so many that won’t cry

All that you never thought, will happen in your life

you can’t step back unless you close your eyes.

And when you crave and break yourself down,

there are hearts that can’t see you drown.

Or maybe not.

And when you try to reach out for things too high

Know that you’ll damage your mind with a thousand cuts or more.

Not a window-pane that they can see through,

who do you even have to turn to?

Maybe there’s light, but all it shows

are the things that you’ve lost at every stage of losing;

when losing is life.

Or maybe not.

THE FINAL WALK
By Hedayetullah Abdullah Solenkhi

Time, ah a thimbleful,

like a sparkle of dew, that shines too little

and ye it is not sufficient,

for what the heart desireth

is to quench for a lifetime,

a time forever, to gaze into thine eyes;

Yet, the signs, are they clear?

for the skies were made blue

and the cover of white removed,

and in the night, the stars did shine,

remembering to smile, just for you;

The space of time, in between time,

like a journey through the desert,

and the respite it lies,

in the words that are not lies,

for the heart it longs,

to overwhelm thee, with love;

Ah the inevitable, the mystery,

both bound in a treaty,

the path, wondering where it leads?

even though the way is set,

because the direction, i have set;

Final moments, it is no illusion,



BEHIND THE VEIL
By Nishat Akhtar

Life is not what I thought it’d be

Beneath all those words of hope

All those promising sunshine

How could I not see!

There was a glimpse of devastating lies peeping through.

Where tragic truths are denied

And luscious lies are cherished.

Tired of tinkering the trivial unpolished

While the nature is forgotten to be nourished.

Life is not what I thought it’d be

All those bright future billowing above the haunted past

How could I not see it was already devoured by ruthless rust!
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STARS TO STONE
By Lamisa Ashraf

Too far away from the world we know

Are shining, little stars that brightly glow 

Or, so it seems, maybe a camouflage

The shimmer, the glow, just a visage

Falsifying the cold, dark stone.

Glistening , your tears, fall into words

You speak and scream and they all hear

But the corners of your heart, hear a word, not two

All truth of yours, have ears straining to know

Disappearance had words to speak, nothing but words so true. 

Your silence tread upon

Your inside crushed and thorned 

Your dark and cold stone 

Has always been thrown

Into a whirlpool of words. 

And all the hustle made

lulled you to sleep

A most sweet and quiet slumber..

You sleep in your dreams

You walk through the streets

but there’s nothing that wakes the slumber. 

Winter’s gone, winter still

The warmth shifted , it never had filled

the burrows you made, or didn’t you? 

The bubble they lifted, that didnt you. 

It’s neither to jolt, your slumber won’t fault 

It has been long and longer than you can think

Flawless be you, flawed be me, 

out as that stone, dark as ebony.

AN UNNOTICED KITE
By Kohinur Khyum Tithila

That day, 

The sky was bright and blue,

The meadow was full of happy children.

They gathered to fly kites  

Blue,red,green,pink

Colorful the kites were!

Happy,free children

And their kites.

The sky was bright and azure,

But I saw what one kite saw

To her,

 the sky seemed gray forever.

Then came the twilight.

The unbridled playtime was over.

They went back to home.

They and their kites.

But I saw one kite,

She tore up the string

But not to fall down,

Her heart got wings.

She flew,

Higher,higher and higher.

Than I saw what the kite saw.

the sky was bright ,blue

and free.

A BLACK SONG
By Rabiba Rahman Chowdhury

The pitter-patter, pitter-patter,

Can you hear that black song?

Climbing up your blood-cell ladder.

Engulf your essence before long.

Invasion of a demon’s balls,

Those horns crumbling in your grips.

You have won,and crushed the walls.

Ain’t no time for petty guilt trips.

Roses smelling of blood so ancient.

Extortion of an innocent mind.

Ain’t nothing but an imbalanced quotient.

Your you is what the devil will find.

Sink ‘em, suck ‘em,take it all in.

Penetrate the memory lying deep within.

It all lies way down under the skin.

Take what’s yours, take it all in.

Don’t think of the taboos there.

The prize-skull waits here.

Inside-out, tear it wide apart.

It’s your signature, it’s your art.

ROMAN ROSE
By Amina Ferdous

I walk down the streets of  Rome

I haven’t seen the lost smile

Of a child’s face

He was the father

He was the emperor

Son killed father

 And the glory of the empire

I was faithful and blessed

Look at me, now, I’m an ironic slave

I was father to my son

Loving husband to my wife

But I sacrificed my life

And for my loving mother

I kissed the sands of time

I don’t know how

I can’t feel it, anymore, now

This life will always be my dream

Like my son riding his new horse

My little house at the hill

 There my loving wife is waiting

I know she’ll wait for me

I’ll arrive at the gate

She’ll wave at me

It was too much to dream

Now the wound is bleeding

I’m slowly dying

How would I know

How could I feel

I wasn’t dreaming

I’m leaving

I’m escaping the heat

Once a great warrior is now too numb and weak

He has closed his eyes and embraced the wind

Dust and roses kisses to honor him

The sun is weeping

Only dirt and dusk

  Singing his dusk of glory

I can see the world inside and outside me

The world is crying

Not for me

Not for thee

For it know

It’ll never stop bleeding.

SUBTITLE
By Muhammad Mustafa Monowar

Stuck. Pain. Inside.

Fear. Fear. Fear.

Rage. Hatred.

Mirror’s Ashamed.

Fall in.

Mistakes again.

Thirsty. Love.

Infatuation. Blind.

Love. Thirsty.

Melancholy Dark.

Nights and Lust.

Silence. Hidden.

Silenced Scream.

Cry. Crash and Burn.

Broken. Torn.

All of it.

All Alone inside.

Story of Blood.

Cowards in Heroes.

Dogs always Bark.

Look back. Sigh.

Child. Teen. Old.

Selfish creatures.

Bought and Sold.

Secrets. Red and blue.

Sins. Return. Back to You.

Run. Run. Run.

Away. Into gray. Blunt 

Eyes of Eagle.

They just dive and hunt.

Asleep in reverie.

Sweet. Mermaid’s kiss.

Princess. Her Charm.

Denies my scornful bliss

Clocks. Tick. Restless.

Gold-en rust.

Diamond. Heart beats.

Breaks. Falls. Apart.
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